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PROACTIVE, TRANSPARENT OVERSIGHT
FOR EDISCOVERY ENVIRONMENTS
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GJ360 CORE MANAGEMENT

GJ360: Proactive, Transparent
Oversight for eDiscovery Environments
EDiscovery users require instant, reliable access to millions of files 24/7. To
ensure consistent network performance with little to no downtime, George
Jon safeguards client data infrastructure with GJ360, a proactive managed
service that ensures your hardware, software, backup, and storage systems
are perpetually running at peak efficiency. And most importantly, it’s
transparent, all done with minimal needs placed on your valuable time.
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Welcome to GJ360!
GJ360 provides comprehensive problem solving and
protective oversight for live eDiscovery environments,
every hour of every day. Employing powerful, automated
tools, a vast database of known issues, and industry
leading technicians, George Jon eliminates costly errors
and potential threats before they ever affect system
performance. We perpetually query a wide range of
client networks, identifying and fixing issues behind the
scenes while ensuring a seamless user experience.
The key to GJ360 is a consistent, replicable baseline network
configuration we deploy for eDiscovery clients around the globe,
ensuring that hardware, software, backup and storage systems are
perpetually running at peak efficiency. This symbiotic environment
allows for system-wide quality assurance testing, enabling us to use
the knowledge gained from one client to instantly benefit our entire
roster.
The GJ360 support team maintains an internal database of known
issues related to scaling, utilization, security, and other relevant
data network challenges discovered over 10 years of building and
supporting complex systems. This knowledge base is applied to every
client network: when we discover an issue with one system, we fix it,
log it into our system-wide database, and thus proactively safeguard
every client from the issue. This “spider web” of oversight represents
enormous savings for clients, as the costs for equivalent manpower,
research, and internal monitoring would be prohibitive.
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GJ360 BENEFITS
• Comprehensive database
of known issues protects all
clients in the GJ360 network
• Eliminates issues before
they ever affect systems,
end users or profitability
• 24/7 emergency support
for system failures, security
issues and updates
• Rapidly deployed monitoring
software yields reliable data
within hours
• Web-based dashboard for
internal IT staff enables
monitoring of systems and
alerts
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Maintenance Program Upgrade
To supercharge monitoring and reporting functionality for eDiscovery infrastructure components in
the GJ360 program, we employ the latest tools and technologies to deliver high performance, realtime infrastructure monitoring with dynamic data collection, displays, and alerts.

Enhanced Performance Features
Alert dependencies allow us to configure alerts that
are dependent on related alerts. For example, if a core
router is down, we can eliminate “host unreachable”
alerts for all upstream devices connected to the core
switch.

Lightweight agents for monitoring reduce the load
footprint on servers being monitored, reducing
performance lag for live systems. We employ
agentless monitoring in instances where agents are
not possible (e.g., network appliances).

Enhanced alert configurations can be customized to
specific scenarios. GJ360 now enables calculations
based on average utilization for a time period as well
as multiple data sets, and hence the creation of more
accurate alert tolerances.

Raw monitoring data reviews from item queries
provide time and date stamps. Users can now see
exactly when pings were sent, results, and latency
metrics.

Customizable dashboards, screens and maps
display crucial monitoring data for each site.

Firmware alerts, based upon set timeframes, ensure
that network device firmware is always up-to-date.

Bandwidth utilization monitoring for servers and
network appliances -- including routers, switches, and
firewalls -- deliver the ability capture/save data.

Filtering of quorum and small volume drives to
ignore disk space monitoring for volumes under “X”
GB/TB.

Customizable ICMP and latency monitoring.

Automated Rapid Recovery backup monitoring
alleviates manual review and automates alerts for
timely remediation.

Customizable resource allocation and performance
dashboards for eDiscovery application-specific data.
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The Monitoring Process
Every network built and/or maintained by George Jon features one on-site server dedicated to system monitoring. We can deploy our
monitoring software and have it reporting reliable data within hours – even in large environments.
Once a system is up and running, GJ360 technicians review all client systems and performance 24 hours a day, with staff members
available to address issues at a moment’s notice. When a known/unknown issue arises with your network, an alert is immediately sent
to the GJ360 Support Team.

1. Install
To begin, GJ installs a
monitoring network to
capture data and begin
setting baseline metrics
for your system.

2. Monitor
GJ360 team enacts 24/7
monitoring of hardware
and software systems
to ensure optimal
performance.

3. Manage Alerts
When a known/unknown
issue arises with your
network, an alert is sent to
GJ360/Client with event
details.

4. Notifications
The GJ360 tech team
will contact the Client to
acknowledge the Alert
and explain the course of
action for resolution.

5. Resolutions
Once the issue has been
resolved, the tech team
will contact the Client to
inform them and explain
what was done.

6. Global Application
Our database of alerts
is adjusted to ensure
proactive handling of
the issue in the future,
protecting all clients.

Alerts generally fall into two categories:
Proactive Oversight

When a known issue surfaces, the GJ360 team is
notified to address the problem. This generally occurs
before the issue affects performance, allowing our
technicians to stave off issues before they hamper
performance in live systems.

Emergency Support

Hardware/software failure and security issues happen
in the life of any business. The GJ360 team is instantly
notified of all performance fluctuations, and is available
24/7 to address and resolve any problems that you
may have.
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GJ360 + SecureLink
We use industry-leading SecureLink software to gain secure remote access to your eDiscovery
network, ensuring regulated compliance.
SecureLink serves as a comprehensive access point that provides GJ360 technicians with quick, reliable access to your eDiscovery
systems and the ability to remotely log in, diagnose and resolve problems, all while ensuring compliance and precise reporting.
This is a required feature of the GJ360 program.
SecureLink is specifically built for eDiscovery users who require robust access protection and are subject to security regulations. You
have legal obligations for maintaining data security; SecureLink provides strictly controlled system access with detailed auditing.

•

Client is in complete control – you can shut down George Jon access
anytime by shutting down the onsite jumpbox

•

Two-factor authentication is required for George Jon engineers

•

All George Jon engineers use named accounts (their own username)
and are accountable for their activity

•

Only the jumpbox at the client’s site needs internet connectivity; all other
servers can be totally blocked from the Internet (outbound only, no
inbound firewall ports)

•

Client can receive email notifications when techs log in and out of the
environment

•

Passwords are not shared, and technicians do not need to know any role
passwords as SecureLink securely populates the prompts though secure
APIs

•

Client can set up additional access restrictions based on time, IPs and
individual users (extra licenses required)

•

Access logs show what work was done and by whom (keystroke and
video recording of each session) and are stored on a central server that
is inaccessible to the tech

•

Disabling individual George Jon users is easy (e.g., when a user no
longer needs access or a role is changed)
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SecureLink Nexus Diagram
SecureLink Nexus Network
used exclusively
for authorization

SSH/TCP 22

TLS/443

OKTA Two-Factor
Authentication

George Jon
Domain Controller
George Jon
Support Technician

TLS/443
used for remote
connecticity

TLS/443

GJ SecureLink Server

Client
Remote
User
(from
customer
office)

George Jon Ofﬁce
Using SecureLink Nexus, clients can manage connections
between internal and George Jon SecureLink servers in
a format that provides the client with total control over
external technician access to the client environment.
SecureLink provides a unified vendor remote access
solution, offering full visibility of work being performed
and the means to limit technician access as needed. Also,
clients can configure their SecureLink to send logs to their
log aggregator (such as Splunk).

Optional:
Secure Video
Recordings

SSH/TCP 22
Client SecureLink Server

Client
Splunk

Double
jump box

TLS/443
SecureLink
Gatekeeper Server

RDP/3389
All servers in
the eDiscovery
environment

eDiscovery
Environment
=
George Jon
Kit

Client Datacenter
By integrating internal/external SecureLink servers, clients
get the best of both worlds – allowing George Jon to
manage all user credentials in its SecureLink environment
while maintaining full visibility and control over the client’s
SecureLink. The George Jon SecureLink system is already
integrated into our Two-Factor Authentication platform, which
enables secure management of entitlement and access.
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Common Issues Resolved by GJ360
Virtualization
•
•
•
•

Snapshot Management: GJ360 alerts technicians when a snapshot has lingered too long or is too large. Unlike standard ESX
monitoring, this is done proactively by polling data every 15 minutes for issues.
Host Hardware Performance: GJ360 proactively monitors hardware health statistics and alerts technicians when a problem
arises.
Host Management Services Malfunctions: GJ360 sends an alert when the host’s management services are malfunctioning
and/or not providing health statistics to VCenter. Unlike most monitoring applications, this not only lets GJ know that there’s
something wrong with the hardware, but also sounds an alarm when the host’s core software isn’t functioning properly.
Overcommitted Hosts: GJ360 sends an alert when ESX hosts are overcommitted, as determined by each host’s average CPU
ready time and memory ballooning trends.

Networking
•
•

Decreased Network Utilization: GJ360 drastically reduces unexpected WAN utilization by running Windows updates via a
single local repository that is manageable from anywhere in the world.
Network Security: GJ360 allows clients to maintain existing network security protocols throughout their environment by only
requiring outside network access from the Onsite Manager server – even for patching servers.

Backup Infrastructure
•

GJ360 provides daily notifications of failed backups and other backup-related issues from major backup application providers
including Veeam, AppAssure, Redgate, and LiteSpeed.

Security
•
•

GJ360 allows technicians quick remote access to all managed systems within customers’ environments while minimizing
security concerns by leveraging two-factor authentication requirements and strict administrative logging.
GJ360 can run automated MBSA scans on a schedule to determine potential network vulnerabilities and provide
recommendations to resolve potential network security issues with full reporting capabilities.

Ticketing
•

Tickets are automatically created for serious issues that GJ360 determines to warrant swift analysis and immediate action/
resolution to maintain uninterrupted performance.
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Frequently Asked Questions
Is there a security risk in giving too much access / control to an outside vendor?

Yes, running GJ360 requires us to have full access to your data systems. However, George Jon’s experienced, professional
technicians (some of whom have government security clearances) must go through a two-factor identification process every
time they log in to your network. Technician logs are monitored and stored, and you can deny/change access at any time should
concerns arise.

Does GJ360 conflict with or replace my in-house IT staff?

GJ360 does not conflict with work being done by your in-house IT team. Rather, the two teams actually work in unison, as both
teams can access the same web-based dashboard that tracks system monitoring and alerts. When both teams have access to
meaningful data and shared knowledge, GJ360 simply becomes a powerful extension of your technical team.

What does it cost to use GJ360?

We’re glad you’re interested! GJ360 is designed to be affordable and convenient. Please call and talk with one of our service
representatives to get a free quote.
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High Level System Topology
The monitoring system consists of two
primary components: the 360 Proxy and the
360 Server. The Proxy server is deployed
at the customer’s site, working to continually
poll all monitored devices. The Proxy acts as
a monitoring broker, connecting to monitored
network hosts and collecting all performance
data, which is stored locally in a PostgreSQL
database. Collected data is then shipped from
the Proxy via TLS connection to the 360 Server,
which resides at the George Jon Datacenter.
This system collects and aggregates all
monitoring data and produce email alerts (also
visible on the web-based dashboard).
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Network Traffic & Security Requirements
GJ360 Proxy

GJ360 Server

The 360 Proxy will initially perform a discovery
of the network endpoints that it is able to reach
on both the local broadcast domain and any
routed subnets that have been configured to
be scanned. Once devices are added to the
system by means of this scanning (or after
being manually added by the administrator),
monitoring begins.

The 360 Server provides a centralized management
interface for all 360 servers that are deployed to
locations where monitoring is required. This system
acts as a head-end unit for managing the data that
is collected and executes processes depending on
the data that is gathered.

Data is collected during each polling interval,
as designated by the interval configuration,
on a per-item basis and stored in the local
PostgreSQL database for subsequent
transmission to the 360 Proxy. The 360 Proxy is
unable to function without the parent 360 Server,
functioning as a temporary staging location for
data that is waiting to be sent to the 360 Server
for final data manipulation and alerting.
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Onboarding Requirements
To begin 24/7 monitoring of your network, we need several pieces of technical information and
access points for your environment.
GJ360 resides on a dedicated virtual machine from where it collects data about your network and systems. The system monitors your
entire network from the virtual machine using SNMP, Syslog, WMI, and the other components listed in the requirements section.

To begin the GJ360 service, the following is required:
1. Virtual Machine
We need a Virtual
Machine formatted to
the specifications listed
on the following page.
Please review this list of
Port and Storage/Software
Requirements and contact
us if any questions or
issues.

2. Build
If we are currently working
on your network, we can
build the Virtual Machine
out for you.
OR
If you are a new customer,
you will have to build
out the VM to these
specifications.

3. Connect
Once the Virtual Machine
is operational, we will
connect to your system
and deploy GJ360
monitoring systems. This
occurs by remote access,
or with your assistance via
a webex.
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Requirements
Storage & Software Requirements
INTERNAL NETWORK
40GB Free Space
Quad Core Processor
8GB RAM

External Network
Outbound open ports required between the 360 Proxy and the 360 Server (central GJ monitoring backend).
Port

Protocol

10051

TCP

Ingress

Egress

Purpose

To GJ360 Server

To receive monitoring instructions and to
transfer collected monitoring data to the
GJ 360 server.

Internal Network
Required ports to be opened between the 360 Proxy and the hosts that it will be monitoring. For most deployments this server is not
firewalled off from the monitored hosts; however, to meet best security practices, only opening the necessary ports is recommended.
Port

Protocol

Egress

Purpose

22

TCP

Ingress

To all SSH enabled hosts

Port monitoring & MGMT

53

UDP

To all DNS servers

DNS resolution

80

TCP

To all web enabled hosts

Port and Web monitoring

161

TCP

To all SNMP enabled hosts

SNMP monitoring

161

UDP

To all SNMP enabled hosts

SNMP monitoring

162

UDP

443

TCP

To all web enabled hosts

Port and Web monitoring

514

UDP

10050

TCP

10051

TCP

From SNMP enabled hosts

Receiving SNMP traps

From all monitored hosts

Receiving Syslog messages
To all servers and
workstations

From all servers and
workstations

360 Agent
360 Agent
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